Hibernia Resumes Production

July 22, 2020

St. John's, Newfoundland and Labrador: Hibernia Management and Development Company Ltd. (HMDC) is gradually resuming production at the Hibernia platform today after conducting a thorough inspection to ensure the safety and security of the platform and that it can be done safely and in an environmentally responsible manner. We will continue to engage with the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board as we investigate and apply learnings to prevent future exceedances.

HMDC continued vessel and aerial surveillance of the area into this afternoon, with one overflight, two support vessels, and two wildlife observers in the field. Fortunately, there have been no reports of impacted wildlife; we will continue to monitor. There were no sheens observed overnight or today. We received additional satellite images this morning, which showed no indication of any anomalies. We will therefore be re-tasking vessels as appropriate.
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